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Hall effect in a spatially fluctuating magnetic field with zero mean
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We study the Hall effect of a nonplanar stripe-shaped two-dimensional electron gas~2DEG! with stripes
oriented perpendicular to the current in the presence of an in-plane external magnetic fieldBext . Since the
2DEG is sensitive only to the normal component ofBext , the electrons move in a sign alternating magnetic
field with zero mean̂ B&50 and nonzero variance, which is proportional toBext . A zero Hall resistance is
observed at lowBext , as expected for̂B&50. However, forBext.5 T, a nonzero Hall voltage is found. In this
regime the electron transport is characterized by the propagation of chiral snakelike trajectories. These states
move in positive and negative directions along stripes and are confined to one-dimensional channels with a
different number of propagating modes, which is determined by the surface topography. Asymmetry in the
number of ballistic modes leads to a nonzero Hall voltage.
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Transport properties of a two-dimensional electron g
~2DEG! in a spatially fluctuating magnetic field with zer
average have been a subject of much experimental and
oretical works. The interest is motivated by its relevance
the localization problem in random fields and the fractio
quantum Hall effect. Zero average magnetic field leads t
zero Hall conductivity. Therefore, it was argued that t
electron states are localized in a random magnetic field w
zero mean,1 because the criterion for the creation of the e
tended states is that the classical Hall conductivity must
proach the value of the quantum conductance.2 This conclu-
sion is contradicted by calculations that demonstrate that
local Hall conductance can be nonzero for a specific rand
flux configuration because of the breaking of time rever
symmetry.3 Experimentally anomalous Hall resistivity i
random magnetic field has been studied in heterostruct
with 2DEG covered by superconducting films.4

The main features of the transport properties of a 2D
in a random magnetic field with zero mean has been dem
strated most distinctly in systems with smooth fluctuatio
Within this approach, the correlation radius of the magne
field fluctuations is larger than the typical magnetic leng
In this limit, the electron motion can be describe
semiclassically.5 As was first noted by Muller in Ref. 6
where the amplitude of the magnetic field is small, the
exist classical trajectories— so-called snake states that c
the B50 line. These states propagate perpendicularly to
field gradient ¹B and have a time-reversal asymmetr
which is illustrated in Fig. 1 for periodical sign alternatin
magnetic field. When¹B.0, snake states travel in the pos
PRB 610163-1829/2000/61~8!/5505~6!/$15.00
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tive y direction, and for¹B,0 these trajectories carry prob
ability current in the negativey direction. In the region where
magnetic field is large, the electron follows rapid cyclotr
orbits that slowly drift along contours of constant field~not
shown!. These trajectories have a mean velocity in the op
site directions to the snakelike orbits. Therefore, the net c
rent in equilibrium is zero.

In randomB with field distribution, which is symmetric

FIG. 1. Schematic view of the periodic magnetic field and cl
sical picture of the electron trajectories subjected to this field.
5505 ©2000 The American Physical Society
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about the zero mean value^B&50, the electron motion con
sists of percolating snakelike trajectories along contouB
50 closed around hills or valleys of the magnetic-field s
face with tunneling near saddle points.5 This situation can be
represented as links on a square network, carrying a fi
number of the electronic snake states. The drift trajecto
are localized and do not contribute to the conductivi
Within this approach the network consists of the plaque
of the lattice with clockwise and anticlockwise circulatio
As was indicated in Ref. 5 the mean Hall conductance of
system is zero, because these plaquettes are statist
equivalent. An imbalance of the clockwise and anticlockw
circulation, which can occur locally because of the rand
character of the potential, should lead to nonzero local H
conductivity. For the sake of simplicity consider the situ
tion, when the average cyclotron radiusRc is smaller than
half of the magnetic-field periodicityd, but the amplitude of
the magnetic field is sufficiently small so thatd/4,Rc,d/2.
In this regime there are no drifts orbits, and the transpor
determined by the snake trajectories as shown in Fig. 1
this situation, we demonstrate another possibility to obt
nonzero Hall current for̂B&50. We create snake states u
ing periodical sign-alternating magnetic field. Recen
2DEG systems grown on a nonplanar prepatterned G
substrate have been used to produce essentially inhom
neous magnetic fields.7,8 Since orbital motion of the 2DEG is
sensitive to only the normal component ofB, electrons in
such systems experience sign alternating magnetic field
zero average, when uniform field is applied parallel to
substrate. Consider a 2DEG regrown over a periodical a
of the stripes with profile across the array (x direction! as
shown in Fig. 2~a!. We see, that the top of the stripes is fl
in contrast to the sharp steps between stripes. For mag
field oriented parallel to the substrate in thex direction, the
normal component of B can be expressed asBN
5(¹Bext¹ f )/u¹ f u'(d f /dx)Bext where gradient
¹ f (d f /dx,d f /dy,d f /dz) is defined for the surface

FIG. 2. Profile of the surface of two-dimensional electron g
and ~a! consistent magnetic field profile~b! for the external mag-
netic field oriented parallel to thex axis. Full circles- position of the
snake-trajectories channeling in the positivey direction, open
circles- snake states running in the negativey direction.
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f (x,y,z)50. If the height of the stripes h is smaller tha
periodicity, d f /dx'h/d!1, and we haveBN'(h/d)Bext .
Figure 2~b! shows the magnetic-field modulation for the su
face profile corresponding to Fig. 2~a!. Snake states running
in the positive and negative directionsy are marked by open
and full circles. We see, that these trajectories travel in v
different field gradient, and, therefore, have a different nu
ber of propagating modes.6 Because the stripes are oriente
in the direction perpendicular to the current probes, sn
trajectories contribute directly to the Hall effect. Thus, t
net current in such structures is unbalanced, and non
Hall voltage appears.

Samples were fabricated employing overgrowth of Ga
and AlxGa12xAs materials by molecular beam epitaxy on t
prepatterned~100! GaAs substrate. Details of the samp
preparation are reported in Ref. 9. Figure 3 shows the ato
force image and profile of the surface in thex direction. We
see that the surface consists of a periodical array of ridg
The average periodicity of the ridges is 1mm, and the cor-
rugation heighth is 300 Å. We note that the array is mor
regular, and corrugation height is larger than in the samp
studied previously in Ref. 9. After regrowth samples with t
patterned area were processed into Hall bar, with the non
nar surface situated on one side of the Hall bar, as show
Fig. 4~a!. The distance between voltage probes was 100mm

s

FIG. 3. Atomic force microscope image of the sample surfa
~b! Profiles of the sample surface across the stripes from the di
ent parts of the sample. Curves are shifted for the clarity.~c! Solid
line-magnetic-field profile calculated for the surface profile~b-
bottom curve! when magnetic field is oriented parallel to thex axis
and perpendicular to the stripes, dots- gradient of the magnetic fi
Full circles- position of the snake-trajectories channeling in
positivey direction, open circles- snake states running in the ne
tive y direction.
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and the width of the bar was 50mm. The mobility of the
2DEG in the planar part of the sample is 55
3103 cm2/Vs, and electron density ns5531011 cm22.
The measurement temperature was 1.5 K. We stud
samples with identical parameters, which demonstrate s
lar results. The magnetoresistance of a typical specime
shown in Fig. 4~b! with the magnetic field oriented perpen
dicular to the substrate. We see that the resistance atB50 of
the patterned part of the Hall bar is 4 times larger than
resistance of the planar 2DEG. Note also the large nega
magnetoresistance of the nonplanar structure. Howeve
high-magnetic fields the Shubnikov de Haas~SdH! oscilla-
tions are almost identical for both the nonplanar and
planar 2DEG. It is worth noting here that in the samples w
the ridges oriented parallel to the current, studied in Ref
the mobility of the electron gas in the patterned and
nonpatterend part of the Hall bar is the same. We attrib
this mobility anisotropy to scattering by the corrugat
GaAs/AlxGa12xAs interfaces. When electron travels fro
one facet to another, the vertical component of the elec
Fermi vector is changed. Thus, the electron experiences
tering similar to the scattering by the interface roughne
Anisotropic conductivity and large negative magnetores
tance for lower mobility has been observed in a 2DE
grown on a (311)B GaAs substrate.10 Scattering by the pe
riodic arrays of the terraces on the vicinal substrates has b
assumed to explain the effect of the mobility anisotropy. H

FIG. 4. ~a! Schematic view of the sample and experiment g
ometry. ~b! magnetoresistance as a function ofB for the field per-
pendicular to the substrate plane, 1- resistance measured be
voltage probes on the nonplanar region~voltage probes 2-3, curren
probe 1-5!, 2- resistance measured between voltage probes on
planar region~voltage probes 3-4, current probe 1-5!, T51.5 K.
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resistances between probes 2-8~nonplanar region! and 4-6
~planar region! in perpendicular external magnetic field a
found to be essentially identical for both parts of the samp
Figure 5~a! shows the results of the Hall effect measureme
when the applied magnetic field is exactly parallel to t
substrate, with the in-plane component perpendicular to
ridges and with the magnetic field slightly tilted away fro
the substrate plane. We see that in the presence of the
plane field the Hall resistance of the planar 2DEG is ze
Surprisingly, the Hall voltage of the corrugated 2DE
which is also equal to zero at low field, appears atB.5 T
and starts to grow almost linearly withB. The Hall voltage
changes sign for reverseB polarity, which gives us confi-
dence that the probes are aligned, and that anomalous be
ior of the Hall effect is not due to the mixing of the magn
toresistance component. However, the small asymm
upon reversingB can be explained by the influence of th
longitudinal resistance. Hall voltage of the planar 2DEG
exactly zero, which confirms that the magnetic field has o
component parallel to the substrate, and, therefore, spat
fluctuating magnetic field in the corrugated part of t
samples has a zero mean. For small tilt angles the Hall v
age of the nonplanar 2DEG still deviates from the line

-

een

he

FIG. 5. Hall resistance as a function ofB for different angles
between the applied magnetic field and substrate plane.~a! mag-
netic field is oriented perpendicular to the stripes,~b! magnetic field
is oriented parallel to the stripes. Solid traces- resistance meas
between voltage probes on the nonplanar region~voltage probes
2-8, current probes 1-5!, dashes- resistance measured between v
age probes on the planar region~voltage probes 4-6, current prob
1-5!, T51.5 K. Circles- fitting to the equationrxy;(Bext-B* )3/2,
B* 54 T.
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5508 PRB 61A. A. BYKOV et al.
B-dependence. We even find that at angles 0o,Q,0.25o

the Hall constant can change sign at strong magnetic fi
and therefore has a sign corresponding to two-dimensio
holes rather than for electrons. Figure 5~b! shows the mea-
sured Hall resistance, when magnetic field is oriented pa
lel to the stripes. We see that the Hall voltage is zero aQ
50o, and varies linearly withB at QÞ0o. It is also identical
to the Hall voltage of the planar 2DEG in the tilted fie
when we expect homogeneous magnetic field. We, theref
conclude that the nonzero Hall resistance is due to the st
spatially fluctuating magnetic field with zero mean. We
tribute such anomalous Hall effect to the asymmetry of
chiral snake states propagation.

For the small applied magnetic field the average cyclot
radiusRc is larger than the periodicity. In this situation, ele
trons experience chaotic motion similar to the motion in
periodic antidot lattice at low magnetic field.11 In high mag-
netic fields, whenRc,d/2 ~see Fig. 1! snakelike trajectories
are formed. Considering a realistic profile of the surface
shown in Fig. 3~b!, we find that the amplitude of the mag
netic field fluctuations approaches 8% of the external fi
@Fig. 3~c!#. For Bext'5-6 T it correspondsBN

max'0.4-0.5 T,
and cyclotron radius approaches 0.25-0.3mm. Taking into
account that the average magnetic field is smaller than
plitude of the effective magnetic field:BN'BN

max/2, we have
Rc'0.5-0.6 mm'd/2 in agreement with the value of th
magnetic field, for which the anomalous Hall voltage appe
@Fig. 5~a!#. It is worth noting here, that we also measu
diagonal resistance in the presence of the in-plane exte
magnetic field. When the in-plane component is perpend
lar to the stripes, the resistance across the ridges incre
from 160 Ohm atB50 T to 24000 Ohm atB511 T, a ratio
of 150. Such large positive magnetoresistance has been
ied in Ref. 7 and explained by the formation of the magne
barrier across the current flow.12 At Bext,5 T we find that
magnetoresistance varies quadratically with the magn
field, however, for larger magnetic fields a linear depende
R;(Bext2Bext* ) of magnetoresistance is observed, whe
Bext* '4-5 T. We assume that this behavior demonstrate
crossover from the weak magnetic-field fluctuations, wh
transport is chaotic, to the strong fluctuations regime, wh
regular snakelike trajectories exist. Magnetoresistance in
regime has been measured and analyzed in Ref. 13 for
odical magnetic field with a nonzero average. We thus c
clude that forBext.5 T the amplitude of the magnetic fiel
fluctuations is large enough to bind electrons betwe
maxima and minima of the field and create snakelike tra
tories propagating alongBN50 line. We have to note also
that the potential distribution in the sample in our case is
same as considered for the classical transport of elect
through magnetic barriers in series.12 The current is effec-
tively injected into the corner of the first magnetic barrie
carried by the snake trajectories and after removed from
narrow region of the diagonally opposite corner. For the s
ond magnetic barrier the injection point of the current is
the same side as a removal point from the first barrier. T
current in the second magnetic barrier is carried out by
snake trajectories propagating in the opposite directions.
process can be continued for the multiple barriers in serie
the current in the second barrier is not equal to the curren
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the first barrier, nonzero Hall voltage appears. Indeed e
tron charge cannot be accumulated, and the excess o
Hall current is compensated by the current between barr
at the same side as an injection point of the current into
first barrier. Whend/4,Rc,d/2 coupling between electron
states via tunneling through the magnetic barriers in se
should be taken into acount. However, we believe that du
the fluctuations of the barrier heights and periodicity, ma
netic superlattice effects are unlikely to be observed in
system. The large positive magnetoresistance supports
assumption. Thus we can consider electron motion in
single magnetic barrier. In this case, in a constant grad
field the effective magnetic field can be written asBN
5-aBexty/d, where a'h/d. For the Landau gaugeB
5-dAx /dy, the Schrodinger equation for the transverse m
tion is

1/2$-2L2d2/dy21@kL-y2/2L2#2%2f5@En~k!/EL#f

where wave function is factorized asc5eikxf(y), L
5(h/e¹B)1/3 andEL5\2/mL2. For large negativekL the
confining potential is a single well with effective potenti
Ve f f5EL(kL2y2/2L2)2/2.

The eigenstates for this potential corresponds to the sn
trajectories. The snake states form a bundle of the wi
given by14

W5L~2kFL!1/2, ~1!

wherekF is the Fermi wave vector. In accordance with t
Landau-Buttiker formalism the conductance of the ballis
cally propagating modes is given by

s5~2e2/h!~kFW/p!. ~2!

Substituting Eq.~1! in Eq. ~2!, we find

s5~23/2e2/ph!~kFL!3/2;¹B21/2. ~3!

If ¹B1 for states running in positivey direction is larger
than¹B2 for trajectories running in negative y directions

s1- s2;¹B1
21/2-¹B2

21/2Þ0.

For all investigated samples we find a positive Hall vo
age atB.0. The sign of the Hall effect determines the d
rection of the excess charge flow. We find that states ch
neling along the top of the stripes have a larger numbe
ballistic modes and, consequently, a larger conductan
From the realistic profile of the surface, shown in Fig. 3, w
find the magnetic field gradient¹B'4G/Å at Bext510 T.
From this we obtain the value of the band widthW
50.6 mm, and number of the snake stateskFW/p530. The
patterned area of the sample was 1403140 mm2, therefore
we haveN5140 channels for the positive and the same nu
ber for the negativey direction. The total number of the
snake modes channeling in one direction is thereforeS
'14033054200. To obtain the value of the Hall condu
tance we have to convert the conductivity tensor to a re
tivity tensor. If the Hall conductance is small, we have

rxy5sxy /~sxy
2 1sxx

2 !'sxyrxx
2 . ~4!
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From the experiment we findsxy5231023e2/h at B
510 T. Now, we can obtain the coefficient of the asymme
between snake states channeling in the positive and the n
tive y directions. From the comparison of the Eq.~2! and
experimental value, we find that only 8 channels or 6% fr
the total number N can carry one additional snake mo
From the Fig. 3 we can see that the array of the stripes
both an irregular and periodical component, therefore
number of propagating modes fluctuates from one stripe
another. Taking the difference in the gradients 10220 %, we
obtain the deviation of the snake states number from
average value;2-3. Therefore, the nonzero Hall condu
tance in our case can arise from the incomplete statis
averaging of the number of states channeling in positive
negativey directions. We have to emphasize here, that
average magnetic field is exactly zero in our case, and n
zero Hall effect arises from the difference in the magne
field gradient due to the topography of the periodical m
netic field, as shown in Fig. 2. Indeed in realistic samples
have no such periodical magnetic field, and resulting H
conductance is small because of the averaging of the co
gations height fluctuations. It is also worth to note here, t
we consider ballistic case, however the scattering of
snake trajectories should be taken into account. Two sca
ing mechanisms can be considered—impurity scattering
reflection of the snake states by magnetic-field irregularit
Note that the probability of the impurity scattering is d
creased in our situation atBext;10 T. As pointed out by
Buttiker in the quantum Hall effect regime15 edge states scat
tered by the impurity continue to follow the edge. For t
snake states whenRc,d/4 the electron can change betwe
B50 contour lines, only if the impurity is located in th
middle between theB50 lines. Another mechanism can be
scattering by the magnetic field irregularities. As we fi
from the atomic force microscope image, array of ridg
have both an irregular and a periodical component. For
ample, the height of the ridges strongly fluctuates (30%)
the y direction. This irregularity leads to fluctuations in th
magnetic field gradient along the zero field lines. If t
height of the corrugation is smaller than the average hei
the cyclotron diameter becomes larger thand/2, and the elec-
tron can change zero line contours. If the ballistic transpo
partially suppressed, we can assume that the coefficien
the asymmetry between snake states channeling in the
tive and negative directions is smaller than 325 %. This
value can be estimated from the precision of the atomic fo
microscope measurements. Such asymmetry can arrise
the growth process. The difference in the crystal growth r
ir
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on the maxima and minima and smoothing of the steps
maxima can lead to profile, which produce different fie
gradient on the top of the ridges and in the region betwe
stripes. In this case we can obtainsxy'2e2/h. Assuming
that ballistic transport is suppressed by the damping fac
exp(-L/ l ), whereL is the width of the sample,l is the mean
free path of the snake trajectories, we find from the compa
son of the experimental and expectedsxy values thatl 57
28 mm. This value is comparable with mean free path d
to the scattering by impurities in zero-magnetic field. N
merical simulation of the transport in irregular stripe-shap
2DEG is necessary to clarify this question.

Thus, the asymmetry of the snake states propaga
arises from the topography of the 2DEG, as shown in Fig.
The strong suppression of the Hall effect in comparison w
expected value can be due to the scattering of the sn
states or, in the ballistic case, due to the averaging of
difference in the gradient for the positive and negativey
directions. We belive that the ballistic transport is unlikely
be observed in our macroscopic samples~50 mm width!,
therefore the nonzero Hall effect is mainly due to the pre
erential crystal growth leading to the asymmetry in th
2DEG topography.

Finally we examine theB dependence of the observe
Hall effect. As mentioned above, we findrxx;(Bext-Bext* ).
From Eq. ~2! sxy;¹(Bext-Bext* )21/2, because the snake
states are found only whenB.Bext* . Substituting this ex-
pression into Eq.~4! we obtainrxy;(Bext-Bext* )3/2. Figure
5~a! shows this dependence and we see that the agreeme
good.

In conclusion, we have observed a nonzero Hall res
tance of a two-dimensional electron gas in a sign alternat
magnetic field with zero mean. Naively, this observation d
agrees with the conclusion that the random magnetic fi
should lead to a zero Hall conductance. However, we de
onstrated that the asymmetry in the propagation of the sna
like trajectories could lead to a nonzero Hall voltage. Th
asymmetry arises from the difference in the field gradient
different chiral snake trajectories. Therefore, it will allow u
to construct specific class of the random magnetic field w
zero mean with hidden asymmetry between chiral states.
the nonzero Hall conductance is responsible for the deloc
ized properties of the electron wave functions, electron sta
will be extended in these random magnetic fields.
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